
What Am I?
GUESS THE MYSTERY item
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Here are some clues:

My prehistory dates back to  
the Italian Renaissance.
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King Louis XIV of France was 
wild for my art form.
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My predecessor  
was well-heeled.
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I began to really take shape  
in the 19th century.
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I replaced a “flying machine” 
made of ropes and pulleys.
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I can take you higher and  
make you leap for joy.
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I am made with a box,  
a shank, fabric, and a sole.
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My owners expect  
a lot from me.
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My lifespan is quite short.
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I am not useful right out of the 
box. I must be acclimated or 

customized first.
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My users may soak, cut, or 
pound me to make me  

ready to wear.
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I am as unique as my wearer.
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I have not changed much in  
the past 100 years, but I have 

created great change.
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My ribbons are more  
than decoration.
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No one knows for sure,  
but most people agree  

that my inventor’s  
name is Anna Pavlova.
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I am quite elegant  
looking on the outside.
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My insides are often made of 
cardboard or burlap.
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Men rarely wear me.
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I come in many colors,  
but most picture me  
in a shade of pink.
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I will support you  
as long as I am able.
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My name, like the  
name of the dance I am  

worn in, is French.
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Not every style  
of dance uses me.
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A dancer needs my help to  
do a proper pirouette.
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I am a ballerina’s  
not-so-secret weapon.
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Another name for  
me is “toe shoes.”
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Can you guess what I am?

Tiptoe. Tiptoe. I am  
pointe shoes.
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Introduction
Pointe shoes, the long, elegant footwear that gives 
ballerinas the illusion of weightlessness and sometimes 
flight, have a long history that begins even before the 
shoes themselves were developed. 
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Evolution of the Pointe Shoe

Pointe shoes are such an integral and 
familiar part of ballet that it might 
surprise you to know that the shoes 
came almost 200 years after the 
dance began. Ballet was created to 
entertain aristocrats during the Italian 
Renaissance of the 15th and 16th 
centuries.
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It spread to France, where King Louis XIV ordered the 
establishment of Academie Royale de Danse (pictured) 
“to improve the quality of dance instruction for court 
entertainments.” Members of the academy, teachers, and 

students created ballets for the court 
and, later, for the Paris opera. With 
the fall of the monarchy in 1789, 
Academie was dissolved, but the 
Paris Opera Ballet survived. 
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At first, ballet dancers performed 
in soft-soled shoes with heels. 
Marie Camargo, a member of the 
Paris Opera Ballet, was the first 
ballerina to remove the heel. Her 
customized shoes made it possible 

for her to perform greater jumps and leaps. Other 
dancers were inspired by her movements.
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In 1795, Charles Didelot created a 
system of pulleys and ropes that he 
called a “flying machine.” His machine 
lifted and held dancers up so that they 
could dance on their toes. The new 
pointework allowed dancers to appear 
light-footed and even weightless. It was 
wildly popular with audiences.
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Didelot also created flat, leather-soled 
shoes that had material under the toes 
and were tied to the feet with ribbons. 
Dancers could now dance en pointe, 
or on their toes, but they still had to 
rely solely on strength to do so. The 
shoes offered no support for their feet 
or ankles. 
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Most people agree that Russian ballerina Anna Pavlova 
invented the pointe shoe. Pavlova had high arches and 
was prone to injury. To give her feet extra support, 

she inserted toughened leather soles into 
her shoes and added a hardened, flat toe 
box. The box supported her toes, and the 
hardened sole supported her high arch. 
Pointe work became less painful, and 
Pavlova’s injuries were less frequent.
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Pointe shoes have changed little since 
Pavlova made her first pair in the early 
20th century. The most important 
evolution has been the use of stiffer and 
stronger materials that provide support 
for longer balances and more challenging 
pirouettes.
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Discussion Starters
• Do you have a background in dance? What style(s) of 

dance can you perform? Can you demonstrate steps for 
the group?

• What ballet performances have you seen? How would 
you describe en pointe work? Did the ballerinas appear 
weightless? How would you describe them?
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Building a Pointe Shoe
Every pointe shoe has two essential structural features: 
a box that supports the dancer’s toes and a shank that 
supports the dancer’s arch. 
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The box encases and protects the dancer’s toes. The front 
end of the box is flat, providing a surface on which the 

dancer can balance and pirouette. 
Traditionally, the box is made from 
layers of paper and fabric, packed 
tightly and glued together to form 
an enclosure for the dancer’s toes. 

When the glue dries, the box becomes hard and stiff. 
Some contemporary shoemakers build the box with 
plastic and rubber.
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The sole of most pointe shoes is made 
of leather and attached to the shoe 
with glue and then stitched around 
the edges. The shank is a strong and 
rigid material—usually leather, plastic, 
or layers of burlap that have been 

hardened with glue—that stiffens the sole. Shanks 
come in varying degrees of flexibility, depending on the 
material they are made from. 
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No two dancers have identical feet. There are differences 
in length, width, toe shape, arch height and flexibility, 
and muscular strength. Because of this, pointe shoe 
manufacturers must produce many shoe models. For 
professional dancers, pointe shoes are custom made. 
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Discussion Starters
• Have you seen or worn a pointe shoe? If one is available, 

examine it with your group. How would you rate its 
comfortability, its support? Would you like to wear one? 
Does the shoe increase your admiration for ballerinas?

• In your opinion, how has the pointe shoe influenced 
dance and dancers? Would ballet be as popular without 
dancers performing en pointe?
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The Life of a Pointe Shoe

The process of building pointe 
shoes is careful and precise. Even 
so, pointe shoes do not come ready 
to wear. Every dancer has perfected 
her own ritual for breaking in a new 
pair of shoes. Some of these rituals 
are quite elaborate.
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To bend the shank, dancers may close 
it in a door, cut it, or pound it against 
a hard surface. To break in the toe box, 
dancers may heat it or soak it in water or 
perform repeated relevés. 
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In addition, each dancer must sew 
ribbons and elastic onto new shoes. 
These are how she will keep the shoes 
attached to her feet. This can sometimes 
take a considerable amount of time. 
Every dancer has her own process and 
her own placement of these materials.
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After all the work that goes into getting 
a new pair of shoes ready for dancing, 
you might think they would last a while. 
However, the average lifespan of a pair 
of pointe shoes is between two and 20 
hours, depending on use.
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For a student, a pair of shoes might last a few weeks or 
even a few months. For a professional dancer, though, 
one pair of shoes might equate to one performance. 
This dancer may go through more than 100 pairs of 
shoes in a single season.
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Discussion Starters
• Watch a video to see the steps one ballerina goes 

through to “ready” her new pointe shoes for dancing. 
How important do you think it is for a ballerina to 
break in new shoes? Explain your answer.

• Pointe shoes are exclusive to ballet. What other forms 
of dance require special shoes? What other professions 
require special shoes?
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Other Interesting Pointe Shoe Facts
• Ballet dancers wear different pointe shoe models for 

different performances. A physically aggressive dance 
requires a stiffer, more supportive shoe, while a softer, 
more lyrical dance can be performed in a softer shoe. 

• Demi-pointe shoes are similar to pointe shoes, but 
they have a softer sole and no shank. Young dancers 
first learning pointe technique wear demi-pointe 
shoes to strengthen their feet and ankles. 
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• An average pair of pointe shoes costs $80–$90. This 
cost does not include ribbons, elastic, toe pads, or 
other accessories. Most ballet companies provide shoes 
to their dancers, and students in professional ballet 
schools are often able to buy their shoes at a discount.

• The Paris Opera Ballet was the world’s first theatrical 
ballet company, which explains why ballet terminology 
is in French. The company still operates today. 
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• Dori shoes were created by Las Vegas dancer and 
choreographer Dorimer Bonilla. Their structure has a 
toe box, heel, and flexible sole, which allows dancers 
to combine steps from classical ballet with steps from 
other dance genres. 

• Danish choreographer August Bournonville created 
the Bournonville slipper for male dancers. They were 
black with a white V-shape in the front. This gave the 
impression of a long and pointed foot. 
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• Even after a new pair of pointe shoes has 
been “readied” by a dancer, the dancer still 
has to ready her feet, too. Toe tape, toe 
spacers, gel pads, lamb’s wool, and even 
paper towels are used to protect tender toes.

• Many ballet companies go through thousands of pairs 
of pointe shoes each year. Some employ professional 
pointe shoemakers and fitters full-time to keep their 
dancers supplied.
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